Publishing fire brigade histories – tips
A published history of your fire brigade is a precious document – not just for your brigade and your
community, but for the whole of New Zealand’s research community, now and in the future.

So, when you publish, make sure you ...
Reach the right people
Check copyright requirements
Tap into existing sources on NZ history

Reach the right people

$ell a copy to the NZFS library in Wellington
NZFS library will purchase a copy of your
publication – you don’t have to donate it!
Contact us on infoc@fire.org.nz or 0800 347 3542
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Fire Service staff around NZ.

Send copies to the National Library of NZ

The National Library asks for copies of
everything published in NZ; this is
known as legal deposit. This makes
them a one-stop shop for researchers;
your publication will be part of a pool
of knowledge on New Zealand.

Guidelines on how to send your publication to
National Library are here:
http://natlib.govt.nz/publishers-and-authors/legaldeposit The web page above gives you the address
you need, and the form to use.

Get an ISBN for your book
The National Library of NZ allocates International
Standard Numbers (ISBNs) for NZ publications. It is
free, and shouldn’t take long:
http://natlib.govt.nz/forms/isn

International Standard Numbers
(ISBNs) are a publication's fingerprint, a
world-wide identifier that helps
publishers, suppliers, and libraries find
your book.

Copyright requirements
There are laws around how you can re-use an image, or an article that belongs to someone else – it is good to know
them before you publish! The Copyright Council of NZ has some factsheets on this, and a phone number you can
call.

NZ history sources online - free!
Papers Past: a fully searchable database of NZ newspapers from 1839 to 1948
Digital NZ: here, you can search across newspapers, video, images and publications held in NZ libraries, museums,
and government departments.
NZ Museums directory: your local museum is often a great starting point for research.
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